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How can a large corporate body
effectively monitor AML/CFT
compliance?

Real estate groups operate with
franchises, subsidiaries and/or divisions. 
Should either of these sectors experience
a single material breach under AML/CFT
laws, the consequential impact to the
corporate brand will effect all participants
in the group. 

Therefore effective monitoring of
regulatory obligations across the entire
group needs to be sufficiently adequate to
mitigate compliance risk. 
 
This can only be achieved through a
centralised data portal from where
business risk assessments, programmes,
customer profiling, transaction monitoring
and compliance reports can be managed
and monitored. 

Availability of Data

The group AMLCO should be able to view
risk and compliance data at a New
Zealand wide basis, as well as having the
ability to drill down to regional, district and
branch levels. 
 
AML360 enables your AMLCO to have
automated compliance data available at
their fingertips, with the ability to view heat
maps at a high level or drill down to
branch, district or regional level.   
 
Automated reporting structures between
district and regional branches can also be
established. Having risk and compliance
data readily available ensures ongoing
monitoring is simplified and effective -
regardless of the size of the group. 

Over the past three years AML360 has
been consistently rated as a leading
software vendor in international research
reports and is at the forefront of the global
industry in providing an end-to-end
AML/CFT compliance solution.  This means
your business does not require multiple
subscriptions for various compliance
products.  With AML360 you access
practical tools for AML/CFT work flows from
a single location.   
 
We are represented by qualified AML/CFT
consultants who have worked in the
regulatory and private sectors.  
 
Our advisory experts know what businesses
need and what regulators want.  This
means we can assist your business to
develop your risk assessment and
programme, as well as implement your end-
to-end systems and controls. No other NZ
business can provide this service. 
 
Our systems can automate reports via
email or PDF.  You will be able to manage
AML CFT compliance in the field or at the
office. More importantly, your time
commitment for AML compliance is
significantly reduced through AML360’s
automated, risk management dashboard. 
 
Through AML360, the group AML
Compliance Officer (the AMLCO) can
establish work flows that automate
compliance reporting from every franchise
or branch.  Not only does this ensure
consistency in the application of group
policy but it also allows the AMLCO to
instantly identify compliance 'hot spots'.

What makes AML360 the preferred
compliance solution?



Visualise your risk status and use to
prompt programme controls

Simple risk visuals show how your metrics
are performing against your predefined
thresholds.

Instantly see trends of your risk status.
Custom dashboards allow you to focus
only on the risk metrics that are
important to your business.
Easily change the date range of the
underlying report.
Download dashboard charts at the click
of a button.

Easily collect your compliance data

AML360 removes the administrative burden
of collecting your risk metrics.  Our systems
simultaneously collects data, analyses,
measures and reports.  
 
Using AML360's work flows, your AMLCO
can measure the compliance status for each
branch or division. This removes the
administrative burden and reduces human
resourcing allocation.

Your AMLCO can view compliance hot
spots through use of drill down filters.  
Branch managers can enter the metric
values easily and be notified of the
justification for your requirements.
Your AMLCO can identify how the metric
results perform against your target
thresholds.

Get in touch
We are passionate about reducing your
costs and making AML CFT compliance
streamlined. We achieve this through
smart use of regulatory technology. 
 
We will ensure your implementation of
AML/CFT compliance is simplified and
cost effective. 
 
To find out more, visit our website at
aml360software.co.nz or call us on  
0800-265-238 or (09) 363 2741.  

AML360 eliminates time-consuming report
writing.  With a couple of mouse clicks you
can distribute summarised tables and
heat-maps so that your senior managers
are kept informed but not overwhelmed
with compliance data. 

Senior Management Reporting

CONSISTENT APPLICATION OF POLICY

AUTOMATED COMPLIANCE REPORTING

CENTRAL COMPLIANCE PORTAL

HEAT MAPS & SUMMARY REPORTS

END-TO-END SYSTEM

FULLY FLEXIBLE
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